Heinke Delta Suit
C. E. Heinke & Co. Ltd of London was an old-established manufacturer of standard diving
apparatus. In 1961, Siebe Gorman took the company over and “for a short while,
equipment was given ‘
Siebe-Heinke’tags but eventually the name completely disappeared”
(Diving Heritage, 2000).

Historical
Diving
Suits

By the mid-1950s, Heinke had diversified into recreational underwater swimming
equipment, including Hans Hass masks and fins. In the product range were two
“underwater suits”, both made from rubber on a stockinet base: the Delta dry suit and the
Dolphin wet suit.
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Delta Suit Facts
This “two-piece skin suit made of high-gloss-surfaced natural rubber proofed on to a stockinet cloth”(Kenyon,
1957, p. 26) could be worn “over a set of thin and close-fitting woollies”(Small, 1957, p. 62).
 The suit was designed to “keep the diver dry”
(Hampton, 1955, p. 112) and to give “freedom
of movement”(Heinke, n.d.).

Delta Suit
Heinke Underwater Suits (Heinke, n.d.)



Although the suit fitted closely to the skin,
thin woollen underwear could be worn
underneath to provide protection against cold.



The suit could be used for prolonged dives in
and out of season with fins and mask, with or
without underwater breathing apparatus.



A jacket with neck seal and trousers with
ankle seals made up the basic suit. The waist
seal was held in place by a cummerbund. The
full suit came with built-in hood and feet.



The suit was made in up to three sizes:
Small, Medium and Large. Long or short
legs could be supplied to “special order at no
extra charge”(Heinke, n.d.).



The suit could be donned unassisted. As with
“a jersey”(Kenyon, 1957, p. 26), the arms
were first inserted into the jacket, which was
then pulled over the head.



If care was taken when making the waist-seal
rolled joint and when venting the suit of
trapped air at the neck seal, the suit would
remain dry. A small towel could be worn
round the neck to prevent water seepage.



After use, the suit had to be dried inside and
out and stored away from light and heat,
folded loosely and dusted with French chalk.



The neck and ankle seal model cost £16 6s
(Small, 1957, p. 62), while the version “with all
accessories ... a built-in hood, watertight
gloves and bootees”(Kenyon, 1957, p. 26)
was priced “about £20.”
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